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Abstract— Cloud computing has been growing in the recent year. Various institution and organizations are using it
for diverse purpose. We can utilize it for software development, or replace our office infrastructure with those
available on cloud on pay-as-you-use basis. These possibilities generate very good future for IT industry but there are
few challenges that needs to be overcome. These challenges are different from those of current technologies. They
come from diverse background like network security issues, legal issues, encryption technology challenges and
privacy issues. Any user of cloud would expect all it’s services to be reliable and safe from attacks. They should also
meet SLA perfectly. Cloud based storage services is different from other services available. It is used for online
storage of data
In this paper we have analyzed the cloud computing based storage services and its components .We have tried to find
out the benefits these services provide and challenges that they are facing. We have also analysed the recent
development happening in this field and future trends in technology.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing provides for large enterprise renting mechanism for storage, compute power, application over internet.
It is often compared with electric metering system. This saves or reduces organization’s IT expenditure. It also speeds up
the development of project. It also raises the need for customizing business process of large organization to take
advantage of cloud computing [1]. Cloud storage is internet based service to remotely manage, maintain or backup
organizational data available from any place on the globe with devices having browser and internet connections. There
are lot of organization providing cloud storage service over public cloud like IBM, Microsoft, and Google etc. As the
volume of data generated on internet is exponentially rising so there arise needs for software architecture that can provide
logically infinite data storage. It is often compared with existing data centre of large organization. Existing data centres
are not scalable and need for storage is rising exponentially. So cloud storage system based on distributed system has
came into existence like Big Tabel,Casandra,Amazon S3[2].The high availability ,security and low network latency of
traditional data centres is matter of great concern for vendors of cloud based storage. An effective cloud storage system
provides data security and protection, recovery, data lifecycle management, optimized storage solutions and they can be
easily provisioned [3].

Fig.1 Components of cloud storage system
II. DEPLOYMENT MODEL FOR CLOUD STORAGE
Cloud based system can be easily understood as the composition of infrastructure and service. Here infrastructure mainly
consists of hard disk, secondary storage which is virtualized before they are made available to user. There are various
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also services developed by the cloud service provider according to the need of their clients’ .In [4] authors have
suggested dividing the complete service into three categories. They are storage provider who take lot of cloud based
storage service provider and provide service to general user. Cloud based service can be deployed in three different
model. They are public cloud, private cloud and hybrid cloud .In [5] authors have found out why public cloud has certain
limitations for business application. It cannot be said with certainty that public cloud is good for storage purpose. Some
of the issues rose for business application like security, interoperability, data lock-in, absence of service level agreement,
latency and network limits are also matter of great concern. Private cloud does mitigate some of the issues but not
all.SLA should be well defined for cloud based service and it should be realistic. Network latency does cost a lot which
compensates the benefit provided by cloud based services. Cloud user should find it easier to migrate their data from a
cloud service provider’s server to another’s server. There should be industry standard available to make migration easier.
Private cloud is always more secured than private cloud but the real advantage of public cloud is its pay-per-use-model
which save the capital expenditure on IT infrastructure. Private cloud is not much different from data centers.Private
cloud can be created by adding software automation and storage orchestration to storage infrastructure. This will provide
on demand, self service and measured service to its users [6].
III. ADVANTAGES OF CLOUD BASED STORAGE
Cloud storage services are scalable, user friendly, saves bandwidth and accessible across the globe. They can provide
zero infrastructure cost implementation of projects. Cloud storage services can be used for diverse purpose like sharing of
data, backup, testing of project at reduced cost, database as a service and data analytics [7].Traditional data storage
system includes NAS, SAN, DAS and data centre [8].
Table 1.Comparison of traditional data storage and cloud based data storage [9][10].
Cloud based data storage
Traditional data storage
Cloud based data storage can be shared with Data owner has to manage the infrastructure
geographically distributed users
distributed across the globe
Capex is reduced as user only pay for services Capex grows as the data volume grows. It
it is using.
does not contribute much to the profit.
It reduces the need of IT staff and Various kind of expenses like failure
maintenance of infrastructure
troubleshooting, capacity enhancement,
Performance enhancement has to be taken
care of by the user.
Disaster Recovery CSP is responsible for the data recovery in User is responsible for handling disaster
case of disaster
recovery.
Data Growth
User can easily scale up or down the quantity User need to accommodate data into existing
of storage it is using as the demand varies with hardware or purchase new storage devices
time
Retention period
CSP provides reliable and long term storage of User has to take care of hard disk failure or
data.
backup in case of tape drives
Power
It is reduced
It increases with the growth in data volume.
consumption
Aspects
Distributed
workforce
Capital
Expenditure
Operational
Expenditure

IV. SHORTCOMING OF CCLOUD BASED STORAGE
Every organization’s business process needs to be customized according to cloud storage’s needs. The cost for using
cloud storage is not clearly specified in SLA.In absence of internet connection cloud based storage service cannot be
accessed. Security and privacy are also there. In [11] authors have classified the security for different service delivery
models of cloud like IaaS,PaaS and SaaS.Such classifications can help us in developing different framework for
different service delivery model. In [12][13] some of the vulnerabilities of cloud computing are mentioned. Same applies
for cloud based storage service.
1. Multitenancy: Cloud service provider stores the data of multiple users on the same device. This is known as
multitenancy.It can be implemented in various ways e.g., creating multiple partition on the disk or using vritualization.It
should be the responsibility of the service provider to ensure that data of two user does not mix up with each other.
Moreover the data should be permanently deleted and no one should not be able to recover the data from the disk
allocated to any user after they have stopped using the service [14].
2. Privacy and Security: Data stored in local or personal server is always considered safer than data stored on others
server. Cloud based service brings dependency on internet. Privacy and availability of data must be guaranteed by cloud
service provider. In [15] authors have suggested dividing the data into two category i.e. sensitive and non sensitive data.
Users must encrypt the sensitive data before they upload it on the cloud. Privacy of data also get violated due to illegal
data mining by cloud service provider[16].Attack on application layer does exist for cloud based storage as it exists for
any other services. Some of the possible attacks are XSS atack,cookie poisioning,hidden field manipulation,SQL
injection,DDoS attacks, flooding attacks, network sniffing, port scanning,XML signature element wrapping
attacks[17][18].Web 2.0 used for developing cloud based service involves lot of security threats like cross site
scripting.DNS attacks on any website route its user to different location where user might store their sensitive data.
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3. Performance Unpredictability: Performance issues related to data retrieval, storage, modification will always be
compared before user moves to cloud based service from its local server. Overall performance may also decrease due to
travelling of data from a network to another network or due to encryption and decryption of data. Virtualized server and
processor sharing give degraded network performance [19].They can cause abnormal network delay.
4. Portability and Interoperability: Cloud based storage faces lock in issues where the user finds it difficult or impossible
to move their data from one vendor to another vendor. This task may get more complicated due to different format of
data storage, encryption or decryption of data. Deletion of data after it user has moved to different vendor must also be
guaranteed.
5. Vulnerability due to mobile cloud computing: Lots of user access service with mobile phone or smart phone. This
raises lot of challenges like network accessibility, network latency due to wireless connection, change in mobile phone,
loss of confidentiality due to loss of mobile phone etc. It is easy for hackers to attack vendor’s server with virus and
malware from mobile system. Along with these threats security issues regarding data confidentiality, availability,
integrity also exist [20].
6. Data Confidentiality: Cloud services are virtualized. There are several possible ways to compromise a virtual machine.
and compromise the confidentiality of the data stored on them.Attackes can use cache details, system clock to
compromise a virtual machine. There are several ways to prevent it like using symmetric key, access control list for easy
resource. Symmetric key if shared with cloud service provider would prove it ineffective.
7. Data Availability and Integrity: Cloud service provider must guarantee availability and integrity of data stored on their
server. There are cryptographic mechanisms for ensuring it. Uptime of service should be well mentioned in SLA.
8. Infrastructure Level Compromise: Attacker can use management interface to gain access into the cloud. Once
successful entire service will fall into the hand of attacker. SOAP messages are mostly used in management interface.
They can cause infrastructure compromise by giving root access to attacker.
V. SECURITY MEASURES
Encryption can be done at various layers. Users can opt for full disk encryption, virtual disk encryption or folder/file
level encryption. Service provider must provide these facilities for protection against data theft due to
multitenancy.[21].Google provides various kind of cloud services like Google Cloud storage, Google Cloud SQL,Google
drive etc.Google employs various kind of security measures like x509 certificates for application’s authentications’ for
accessing production environment. Google’s employee work with their unique user id, follow Google’s password policy.
Google uses two factor authentication mechanism based on certificates and one time password generator in order to keep
their management interface secure. Google performs automated/manual scanning of malware, network traffic monitoring
for botnet attacks, uses authorized services and protocols, network firewall, routing all external packets to centralized
server etc for the infrastructure security. Google replicates data at multiple geographically distributed data centres for
ensuring data availability [22].AWS controls the physical component of their service. Everything else is control by the
clients which includes encryption, identity and access management. So client is the real owner of data. Security process
exists for multi tenancy issues[23].AWS provides HMAC ,TLS and RSA-1024 bit algorithms for further security but
these algorithms does not guarantees its user privacy and integrity of data[24].In [25] authors have laid the need for new
kind of encryption schemes e.g. proof of storage, searchable encryption scheme. Currently two variants of searchable
encryption schemes have been developed. They are asymmetric and symmetric. Another encryption scheme of great use
is identity based encryption schemes which can be used to enhance the privacy ensuring search [26]. In [27] authors have
suggested the use of secure cryptographic processor. They have also designed protocols for ensuring privacy in the cloud
based system. Trusted computing facility can help us in alleviating most of the problems of cloud .In [28] authors have
proposed new scheme based on identity based encryption and attribute based encryption which provides fine grained
access control over the data and full delegation.
VI. CONCLUSION
Undoubtedly if cloud computing based storage is properly implemented it will be the best form of cloud based services
as we have seen above we are facing lot of challenges. We need to develop a proper access management system and
identity management system which will ensure fine grained access control over the data stored on the cloud. It would
also need proper key management system implemented by the cloud user. A lot of research is happening on new
protocols like proof of storage, searching and indexing facility on encrypted data, public audit of data while maintaining
its privacy, proof of deletion. They are still at infant stage and provide poor performance. Lot of work need to be done to
make them practical and implementable. Audit mechanism can be used by service consumer to ensure that service
provider is following SLA rigidly[29].We need to develop all these technologies keeping in mind the need of user of
cloud based services. Obviously they will be very different from those used by non-cloud applications. Network
performance can also be the reason behind poor service quality.This can happen due to geographical distance as well as
virtualization.
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